Arm-R-Lite Door Manufacturing Co., Inc.
The Arm-R-Lite Door Manufacturing Co., Inc.
was founded in 1958 by John J. Dourney, Jr., to
fill the growing need for sectional overhead
aluminum doors. From the start, the name ArmR-Lite has become synonymous with quality.
Arm-R-Lite has carefully guarded this reputation
through the years, and has never compromised
on the quality and value of our doors.

The Arm-R-Lite Advantage
1. More than 50 years of manufacturing experience goes into each of our overhead sectional doors resulting in a
lasting reputation for quality, strength, and innovation.
2. Sectional doors are manufactured in the USA. We are proud to be a privately owned and run family business
for more than 50 years.
3. Leading in industry innovation with our exclusive Arm-R-Lite ADA compliant no step over pass door. Stable,
secure, and safe public egress option for our aluminum sectional doors.
4. Welded aluminum frames offer unbeatable strength and endurance for even the harshest use. Our frames will
not “sag” or loosen like our competitors’ bolted frames. We build our doors to last.
5. We manufacture our aluminum doors with 4 sided extrusions, not the common 3 sided which can crumple
under pressure.
6. We offer our exclusive Energy Efficiency Package for maximum insulation. We can fully insulate our
aluminum frames, glazing/panels, and seal the frames of our doors against water infiltration.
7. Arm-R-Lite is a pioneer of customization. To that end we can offer our customer unlimited glass options. We
can offer an unmatched 1” thick insulated glazing where others max out at ½”.
8. Arm-R-Lite can easily design matching entrance doors to line up with and match our adjacent sectional door(s)
on the same project if needed.
9. We can easily accommodate non-traditional opening sizes. Our Aluminum doors can be fabricated up to 32-0’
wide!
10. The warranty a product has is indicative of its quality and value over time. Arm-R-Lite offers an astounding 20
year structural warranty on our welded framed door, except top section when trolley operated.
11. Our 20 year finish warranty for both custom Kynar® and standard finishes also serves as a testament to the
unparalleled quality and value of our doors.
12. For projects or building codes with specific requirements, Arm-R-Lite offers R-values up to R-16 and wind
load ratings up to 180mph!
13. There are enough variables on projects to begin with, worrying about a delivery should not be a hassle. Arm-RLite takes each order as a priority and we work hard to provide our customers with on time, hassle free
deliveries.
14. Arm-R-Lite enjoys a diverse sectional door product line. We have everything from our Arm-R-Lon
fiberglass door to our brand new Contempo-Smooth Model with a completely flush, texture free exterior.
15. Sloping bottom sections are available for uneven floors.
16. Arm-R-Lite can customize our doors with mailslots or pet doors for projects with unique needs.
17. Are guide rails/tracks on the ground posing a problem? Arm-R-Lite can preform custom cut outs for carwashes
allowing doors to close safely and securely.
18. Looking for the option to open the windows on a sectional door for some fresh air? Not a problem for Arm-RLite; ask us about our new crank-out windows!
19. Arm-R-Lite values every one of our customers. To that end, we’ve made it easy to order exact replacement
sections or parts for our doors, regardless of model or fabrication year. Where our competitors discontinue or
modify models every so many years, making replacing damaged sections difficult, Arm-R-Lite has
manufactured our doors consistently from day 1. Whether you are looking for a replacement section on a
door installed yesterday or 50 years ago, Arm-R-Lite has your back!

www.Arm-R-Lite.com

info@arm-r-lite.com
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